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Toolcraft Plastics
The Right Choice for Mould Tools, Plastic Moulding & Vacuum Forming
Long term expertise
Toolcraft Plastics is an established & respected plastic product design, mould toolmaker, precision
injection moulding and vacuum forming firm in the UK. Set up over 35 years ago, we started out as
mould toolmakers, but soon branched out into product design and injection moulding. We now offer a
complete design to production service, including printing & product assembly.

Quality first
By developing unique techniques, we help you achieve
superb quality plastic products and shorter lead times, as
well as justify short life products & low to medium runs – all
using ISO 9001:2008 quality procedures.

Personal service
Toolcraft remains a family business. Our personal
involvement enables us to adapt our services to meet your
specific needs and to provide you with a high level of
service.

Companies we work with
We work with small and large companies in the following
industries: defence & aerospace, security, automotive,
electrical, electronic, medical, pharmaceutical, food and
recreational.

Trust
We work with a wide array of high-profile companies and we
frequently deal with sensitive & confidential projects, for
which we have confidentiality agreements in place.

I contacted Toolcraft less than a month ago to quote for Injection Mould Tooling and
Injection Moulding Bezels. Since then, they've made the tool, provided me with
samples and have already delivered a first batch of 1000 parts.
I'm very well pleased with their service. It is real pleasure to deal with people who
so clearly know what they are doing, and are willing to use that experience and
expertise to help a newcomer to their speciality.
Bob Thomlinson, Granville & West
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Toolcraft Plastics –
A summary of our services
3d Plastic Product Design
work remotely or one to one with our experienced engineers
production-ready designs and models at fixed prices & lead times
mould flow analysis
problem solving & troubleshooting

Injection Mould Tools
experienced toolmakers & rapid production
aluminium alloy, hardened steel, insert only or chinese mould tools
3d CAD/CAM which can machine directly from 3D model data

Plastic Injection Moulding
insert, outsert, encapsulation, overmoulding & more
antistatic & technical grades, thermoplastic rubbers & elastomers
all standard materials
40+ machines, 20-180 ton lock, parts to 300mm² (12”²)
range of colours, colour compounding & masterbatch for low runs

Custom Vacuum Forming & Plastic Trays
fully custom parts & trays
parts to 610mm² (24”²) in 0.2-6mm thick materials
various colours, finishes & types, inc. antistatic & conductive
range of 150+ standard trays

Printing & Finishing
pad & hot foil printing
emi / rfi shielding & electroplating
ultrasonic welding
product assembly & packing

We can help you realise your ideas.
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3d Plastic Product Design Success through experience
Our Skill For Your Your Team
We use 35 years of toolmaking & plastic moulding experience to create designs that are practical and
cost-effective, ready to make economical, excellent quality products. Our experienced designers use
their skill, product and process knowledge to work closely with our customers, ensuring the finished
design is right every time. And because your designer will be with you from design to finished
product, you can see them as a part of your team.

Production ready design
Because our designers have hands-on production experience and know draft angles, split lines and
tolerances like the back of their hands, they are able to ensure that the final design is ready for
production with the plastic moulding process.

Fair pricing & Confidence
We agree on a fixed price and lead time. You won't be faced with suddenly mounting design house
costs. We safeguard the security of your product design idea. Complete our confidentiality
agreement and rest assured that your product idea is in safe hands.

Getting it right the first time
Toolcraft advice that concept or working models are made before going into production, to convince
potential customers or investors of your ideas, or to test fit and function of your product design
before tool manufacture. We offer SLA, SLS models and machined models and can advice you on your
choice.
We worked extensively with James Caldwell, Toolcraft's designer and projects
manager on the waterproof case and docking station for our revolutionary new
paging system. The injection mould tools were made by Toolcraft's Chinese partner,
but were project managed, guaranteed and imported into the UK by Toolcraft. The
product changes we required during the process were made quickly and reliably. The
end result is excellent.
Chris Booker, Bluebell Communications LLP

3 steps to success

1. Bluebell's design ideas
2. 3d product design CAD model
3. finished moulding assembled

We can help you realise your designs.
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Toolcraft Mould Tools –
Quality and Performance Guaranteed
Tooling Choices to Suit You
We have a fully equipped toolroom and experienced tooling
engineers, ready to make your tool cost-effectively and
efficiently. Benefit from our advice on your choice of steel
mould tools, aluminium alloy mould tools, core & cavity insertonly tools, or tooling made by our long-standing Chinese
partner. All tooling is manufactured within our stringent quality
expectations.
Toolcraft have recently made several new tools for us
through their Chinese Partners. They took care of everything
and the resulting mouldings are of excellent quality at an
excellent price. We're very happy to have selected them as
our moulder & toolmaker.
Luke Smith, Senior Mechanical Engineer, De Beers UK Ltd

Toolcraft Guarantee
All our tools- including tools made by our Chinese partner – are quality checked
and tested with a production run before approval. We guarantee the quality
of all our tools. Having an in-house toolroom enables us to make any
adaptations efficiently, without the need to send them back to an external
manufacturer.

Tool Transfer & Adaptation Expertise
As a UK-based family company, we offer easy communication, low shipping
costs, fast shipment and guaranteed quality standards (ISO9001:2008). If
you're currently having supply, quality or communication problems, transfer
your mould tool to us. Toolcraft have long expertise of adapting existing
automatic mould tools to our machines, resolving quality and delivery issues
with our excellent moulding service.
We can also adapt Austin Allen, Boy, Manumould & Prototype Tools to run
automatically in our machines, saving time & money and providing better
quality mouldings.

We transferred our injection mould tool to Toolcraft as
our existing moulder was unable to prevent distortion in
our mouldings. Toolcraft diagnosed the problem,
modified the tool and managed to make improved
mouldings quickly. Moving our tool was the right
decision.
Ralph Jarmain, Securicode

We can mould it for you.
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Toolcraft Custom Precision Moulding
The Craft of Moulding at Its Best
It comes from experience
We have over 30 years experience in designing, tooling and moulding
intricate plastic components. There are few moulding problems we haven't
come across before - and solved. Our specialities include:
Insert & outsert mouldings (e.g. moulded plugs)
Intricate & very small precision mouldings (e.g. medical devices)
Threaded precision mouldings (e.g. plug cable adaptors)
Tinted, coloured & clear mouldings (e.g. backlit instrument dials)
2 part overmoulding & thermoplastic rubber mouldings (e.g. soft grip handles)

Materials expertise
Our wealth of plastic material experience allows us to help you with
your material choice and with any troubleshooting required. Our
polymer expertise includes standard materials such as ABS,
Polypropylene & Nylon to more unusual ones - PES, EVA, PPS,
thermoplastic rubbers, antistatic, infrared, biodegradable &
biocompostable grades. This also extends to additives from glass fills &
fire retardants to specialist PTFE & molybdenum fills.

Cost-effective machinery
We make mouldings from 1mm² to
300mm² and can select the right machine
for your job from our plant of over 30
moulding machines ranging from 20 - 180
ton. 20 of our plastic moulding machines
can be repositioned to make precision
injection mouldings for you more cost
effectively than with standard injection
moulding machines.

Toolcraft have been our principal plastic
injection moulders since 2001, when we
placed a large number of tools with them.
They mould over 50 different filters and
filter parts for us, in a wide range of plastic
materials, including transparent PA12 and
chemical resistant PVDF. We're very happy
with their quality and service.
Rob Hibberd, Headline Filters

Production Flexibility
We can make your annual plastic quantity for stock and deliver the parts (small to medium only) as
required up to six months after the order date. This reduces the setup costs incurred by ordering
small quantities. Downtime is also minimised, as your plastic mouldings are available for you on
demand.
Toolcraft developed the injection mould tooling
suite and injection mouldings for our ‘Integrated
Multiplex Assay and Sampling System’ - IMASS
Device, designed by Greaves Best. Throughout
the project and its various redesigns, we've had
the benefit of their support and expert advice,
especially from James Caldwell, for which we're
very grateful.
Cate Smith, BBI Detection
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Custom Vacuum Forming Service
We started our custom vacuum forming service 15 years ago and it that time we've built a wealth of
experience with a variety of products and specialist vacuum forming materials. We focus on specialist
shorter run products which we can make very cost-effectively. Our maximum vacuum forming size is
1330 x 620 x 406 mm – see our capacity list at the end.

It's all in the design
Our experienced vacuum forming designers can design your product for
you, or we can create vacuum forming tools to your design – either way
you'll benefit from our experience. We'll always check your design for
compatibility with the vacuum forming process and advise you if
redesigns are needed to ensure the product forms correctly.

You name it - we've formed it
Custom vacuum formed trays we have created include dentist trays, POS
display trays, engine block trays and many custom pocketed trays for
safe storage of parts, e.g. pcb trays.
We've designed and formed a range of other vacuum formed products,
including POS displays & racks, beer dispenser covers, machine covers,
model airplane parts and clamshell packaging.

Toolcraft was very helpful form the start, coming up with material & design
advice and designing the tray exactly as I'd had in mind. After swiftly making the
vacuum forming tool, they sent me samples to try the fit in our existing sinks.
The trays were exactly right and Toolcraft fulfilled our full order shortly
afterwards. I'm very pleased with the end result and the service from Toolcraft.
Ian Wright, Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, University of Surrey

Materials & colours expertise
We have experience of vacuum forming many materials including:
ABS, HDPE, HIPS, PETG, PP, PVC & Styrolux - in thicknesses of up to 6
mm.
We also make vacuum formed parts in special grades such as high
impact, conductive, UV stable & V0 fire retardant. Different materials
respond in different ways to the vacuum forming process.
We know from experience what can be achieved with certain materials
and this informs our designs from the beginning – obtaining the best
results for you.
We can also make vacuum formings in a range of standard colours, as
well as flocked (felt coated) plastic which is ideal for presentation boxes.
Finally, special effect plastics, such as pinseal, matt, gloss, mirror &
carbon fibre are available too. Just ask.

We can help you organise small parts.
Call 01793 641040 or visit www.toolcraft.co.uk/customtrays

Vacuum Formed Trays
A wealth of possibilities
Special design features for pocketed trays
When designed well, trays can incorporate some very useful special features, which have proven very
useful to our customers time and again.
Stacking trays sit securely on top of each other and the contents of the
pockets cannot be crushed by the weight of the tray on top.
Nesting trays have pockets that nest inside each other to save space and to
create a close fitting lid for each individual pocket.
Tray pockets can be designed with grips to securely hold parts and finger
recesses for easy access.
Vacuum forming tools can be engraved or embossed to feature your
company logo &, contact details. Trays can be designed with numbers or
codes for identification or stocktaking.

We ordered 450 vacuum formed trays in 3 different styles,
with 250 matching lids. They were made to order and
delivered within 5 days, to excellent quality. Thanks for a
great service and very fast delivery.
Sarah Yeaman, Contract Solutions

We can help you finish your your products.
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Printing and Finishing
A complete product – made in one place
We offer a large range of finishing services to allow our customers to get a complete product in one
place, reducing production times and simplifying your ordering process. We have extensive
experience in all of the finishing methods we offer, so you can benefit from our advice on what is
achievable.

Hot foil printing and pad printing
Printing on your products allows you to encourage logo & brand recognition;
provide contact details or website; advertise your other services and provide
essential information on your product.
Hot foil printing is very cost cost-effective and justifiable for short run
products. It's very long-lasting and hard wearing and there's a great range of
colours available, with metallic, gloss, matt and holographic finishes. Pad
printing allows for sharply defined edges and high resolution printing on
curved, convex, concave & recessed surfaces.
Our hot foil and pad printing services allow for a great versatility in coloured
inks and printing effects – from holographic effects to high mechanical &
chemical abrasion resistant inks. To find out what's possible, have a look at our
pad & hot foil printing page.

Toolcraft make the injection moulded plastic cases and rubber sleeves for
our diagnostic tools, as well as some of our other products. In most instances
they make the injection moulding tools as well as the plastic mouldings, but
we've also moved some of our other tools to Toolcraft to produce the
mouldings, which has worked out very well. They provide a great service and
constant high product quality and we can truly recommend them.
Steve Ball, Continental Corporation

Ultrasonic welding
Toolcraft offers a range of different ultrasonic welding methods which
can be used to join plastic to plastic and plastic to metal parts, thus
replacing or eliminating the need for solvents, adhesives or
mechanical fasteners.

Assembly
We offer a complete assembly & packing service for your products, so that
there is no need to send them elsewhere to get finished, saving you
transport costs and time.

We can help you finish your products.
Call 01793 641040 or visit www.toolcraft.co.uk/plating

Plating & Shielding
EMI / RFI Shielding
We offer EMI/RFI shielding by electroplating or by application of
conductive paint. Painting works well with solvent & heat sensitive
plastics and can be overpainted with an aesthetic finish. It can be applied
selectively.
Electroplated EMI/RFI coating combines high levels of shielding with wear
and corrosion resistance and aesthetic appeal. It's more difficult to apply
selectively and slightly more limited in the choice of material to be
coated. Our shielding and plating page explains more.

We are extremely happy with the product and service
Toolcraft have provided us in developing a small protective
chrome cap for our bathrooms and would have no hesitation
in recommending your company to others.
Paul Saunders, Projects Director, Barratt London

Chrome Plating & Painting
A superior metallic effect can be achieved by electroplating chrome finishes onto injection
mouldings. Bright chrome, gold, satin chrome and black pearl are popular choices, but bright
tinted lacquers and antique finishes are also available.
For other special effect finishes, a variety of paints exists, such as solid or
metallic colours; pearlescent or two-tone finishes, luxurious soft feel and
textured coatings; low friction or dry lubricant coatings, as well as
special coatings e.g. a paint that changes colour with heat. Our shielding
and plating page explains more.

Ready to get a quote ?
Fill in the enclosed quote form now, or go to www.toolcraft.co.uk/quote and fill in the
online form.
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Technology & Capacity
Injection Moulding

Mould Toolmaking

1 x Arburg 170
1 x Manumold Mk.2L
1 x Arburg Allr. 220-75-250
2 x Arburg Allr. 250-55-221M
1 x Arburg Allr. 250-75-270D
1 x Arburg Allr. 220-90-350
2 x Arburg Allr. 350-75-221M
4 x Arburg Allr. 350-90-270M
1 x Arburg Allr. 270-210-500
1 x Arburg Allr. 500-210-320D
3 x Arburg Allr. 500-210-320M
1 x Arburg Allr. 305-210-700
1 x Arburg Allr. 320-210-850
1 x Arburg 1000-350-420M (Vario Inj. Unit)
1 x Victor Euro 100
1 x Victor Euro 180
Universal machines
1 x Arburg Allr. 221-55-250
1 x Arburg Allr. 221-75-350
2 x Arburg Allr. 250-55-221MU
2 x Arburg Allr. 350-75-221MU

Turning
1 x Boxford Industrial 330
1 x Elliot Ominspeed
1 x Harrison M250
1 x Harrison M300
1 x Harrison CNC TR280
1 x Myford Super 7
Milling Section
1 x Hurco CNC VM1, 40 Int'l.
1 x KRV2000, Universal R8
1 x KRV3000, 40 International
1 x TFY MF-450V S, Universal R8
1 x Tryax CNC YCM-40, 40 Int'l.
1 x Tryax CNC B5FC, 40 Int'l.
1 x Alexander JDB 3D Copy Mill
Spark Erosion Section
1 x Agie, 85 Amp.
1 x Anotronic, 50 Amp.
1 x Baron-Max KE210ZNC, 40 Amp.
1 x Glevum, 25 Amp.
Grinding Section
1 x Churchill Surface Grinder
3 x J&S 540 Surface Grinder
1 x MPS 350 AHD Surface Grinder
1 x J&S 310 Univ.Cylindrical Grinder
1 x Alexander Univ. Cutter Grinder
Drilling Section
1 x Astra
3 x Herbert
1 x Meddings

Design
CAD / CAM Software
Solidworks
ProToolmaker
Machining Strategist
Cimatron
OneCNC
Accepted file types:
DWG
DXF
JPEG
MS Office
PDF
Pro-Engineer
STEP
STL

IGES
Parasolid
SolidWorks

Vacuum Forming
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

x Formech 450
x Formech 660
x Shelley VF2
x Ridat 3121
x EDL VFM3 SA6
x Shelley 40/30S
x Formech FP1

Printing
1 x Falcon Print 100 pad printing machine
1 x Teca Print 460K with adjustable pad
printing head angle of 0 - 90°
1 x Dae Lim DLC 622R - 2 pad printing heads
1 x hot foil printing machine

Quality Control
8 x VIS Micrometers (various sizes)
1 x VIS V. Cal
1 x VIS depth micrometer
6 x Feinmesszeugf Micrometers (various sizes)
7 x M &W Micrometers (various sizes)
4 x Mitutoyo Micrometer Set (various sizes)
2 x Mitutoyo 0-25 Clamp anvil
4 x Draper & Mitutoyo Caliper
1 x POWERFIX Caliper
1 x Mitutoyo Optical Projector
1 x Mitutoyo Cr. Probe
1 x Digital Vernier
Range of gauges and scales

Ultrasonic Welding
1 x Branson 800
1 x Branson 910

